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state of Ohio
deposes and sayst
pOIERT S. IRODaKY, being duly sworn.
1. My name is Robert S. U:odsky.
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3. AS-I generally discussed with 01 ever a year and a half
of a group of non-TVA
ago, Mr. White did direct the convening
Craig LundLn, to review the
personnel, under the direction of Mr.
voiced by members of the
so-called "perceptions" that had been
of Stone and Webster person
NIRS. As I stated to O, this group
initial investigation, and look
nel were brought in 4to do this
to try to see vhat it all
at what the hell the story is, and
26, 1987, at 7, 17. It
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vent to watts Bar and inves
is my understanding that this group
were based in fact and, if so.
tigated whether 1IRS' perceptions
facts found.
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of the group of
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come to TVA at Mr.
experienced non-TVA experts, vho had
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response to the URC's January
White's request, in preparing TVA's
individuals. Moat of these
3, 1986 inquiry. I am one of those
in a large room; although we
technical experts worked together
we discussed among ourselves
worked in a very informal manner,
often
we were addressing. While we
the technical issues that

my opinion there is no ques
worked on matters individually, in
who worked together, and It
tion that there vas a "group" of us
these senior professionals dis
is my recollection that some of
preparation and content of the
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i specifically recall a lively

about the best way to be responsive to the

tRCas inquiry of January 3.
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that Messrs. Kelly, Huston, Siskin, Sullivan and Wegner yore re
There may vel.l have been other

viewing the matter for Mr. White.

senior non-TVA experts vho also were involved.
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Robert 5. Dro sky
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this Z,6&day of November, 1988.
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Notary Public
My Commission expires:--;-
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JUDITH HIRSCH
St.te Of Ohio
Notary Pub
My Com:i'.-slon Exrires June 30, 1992
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